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Abstract 
When a nation passes Holocaust denial laws there are myriad reasons for doing so.  
One of the reasons often cited is to preserve the memory and honour of the victims.  
If this is true, then it would be likely that the number of Holocaust related deaths 
would affect the likelihood of a country having denial legislation.  Those countries 
suffering more Holocaust related deaths would have a greater impetus to pass denial 
laws in order to preserve the memory of the Holocaust and its victims.  The logistic 
regression analysis shows support for the idea that the number of Holocaust related 
deaths are influential.   
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I. Introduction 
Holocaust denial is not a new phenomenon. Denial was the reaction of many 

countries during World War II when word began to spread of mass killings.1 From 
world leaders to journalists to the average citizen, the attempted extermination of an 
entire race was unbelievable.2 Holocaust survivors testified to German troops 
taunting them saying that no one would believe their claims even before the end of 
the war.3 While Holocaust denial is not new, it takes on a different dimension in a 
time when survivors and eyewitnesses are becoming harder to find. Soon the 
memory of the Holocaust and its victims will be left to be told by history alone. 

In these cases, denial serves to ignore or reject victim status. If the event never 
happened there can be no victims. To protect the memory of victims and survivors, 
a country may choose to take a stand against denial. One route to prevent the spread 
of Holocaust denial and protect victim memory is to criminalize the act of denying.  
In this way the actor bears the stigma of a criminal conviction and the associated 
penalties. This approach has been favoured by many countries in Europe. Of the 
twenty-one countries that criminalize denial, eighteen of them are located in 
Europe.4 One reason that European countries have criminalized Holocaust denial 

 
* Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice at Le Moyne College, USA. 
1 Samantha Power, “A problem from hell”: America and the age of genocide (2002). 
2 Id. 
3 John C. Knechtle, Holocaust denial and the concept of dignity in the European Union, 36 Florida St. Univ. L. Rev. 
41 (2008).   
4 William R. Pruitt, Understanding genocide denial legislation: A comparative analysis, 12 International Journal of 
Criminal Justice Sciences 270 (2017).   
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may be due to their interpretation of free speech versus human dignity.  European 
nations are more inclined to prohibit speech when it reaches the level of hate speech.  
By doing so these countries are protecting the rights of individuals and groups to 
human dignity.5     
 The right of free speech has never been seen as absolute.6  Even the United 
States with the most expansive free speech protection places certain limits on speech.  
Certain types of speech including obscenity, defamation, fighting words, incitement, 
and threats are not protected by the First Amendment under freedom of speech.7  
Predating the U.S. First Amendment, Article IV of the 1789 Declaration of the 
Rights of Man and of the Citizen states that “liberty consists in the freedom to do 
everything which injures no one else.”8  France used this limitation as the basis for 
its Holocaust denial law.9  From the early recognition of individual rights, there have 
been limitations.  In that way one’s rights only extend as far as the next person and 
cannot violate the next person’s rights.   
 Further even when Holocaust denial is not specifically proscribed by law, 
there is often laws on hate speech that protect group dignity.  In Canada, section 319 
of the criminal code forbids hate propaganda which has been used to punish 
Holocaust deniers.  The Supreme Court of Canada found that this law was a 
permissible limitation on speech given the right of minority groups to protection 
against vilifying speech.10  The court found that outlawing promotion of hatred was 
a justifiable limit on free expression since hate speech serves to harm the dignity of 
others and society as a whole.11     

In addition to constitutional interpretation and beliefs about free expression, 
there are practical matters to legislation as well.  The majority of countries with 
Holocaust denial laws represent nations that were involved in the Second World War 
and have a deep connection to the atrocities committed by the German regime.12  
This close connection may be one reason these countries have decided upon 
criminalizing denial of the Holocaust.  A national memory scarred by the crimes of 
the German regime almost certainly prompts many countries to outlaw denial to 
avoid reoccurrence.   

 
5 Knechtle, supra note 3.   
6 Dominic McGoldrick & Therese O’Donnell, Hate speech laws: Consistency with national and international 
human rights law, 18 Legal Studies 453 (2006). 
7 Knechtle, supra note 3.   
8 Russell L. Weaver, Nicolas Delpierre & Laurence Boissier, Holocaust denial and governmentally declared 
“truth”: French and American perspectives, 41 Texas Tech L. Rev. 495, 506 (2009).   
9 Id. 
10 Karen Etlis, A Constitutional right to deny and promote genocide?  Preempting the usurpation of human rights 
discourse towards incitement from a Canadian perspective, 9 Cardozo J. of Conflict Resolution 463 (2008).  
11 Id.  
12 Pruitt, supra note 4. 
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Preserving national memory based on factual information is the right of every 
nation.  Choosing to preserve the truth may justify the limitation on speech in certain 
circumstances.13  When this memory is composed of genocide and atrocity crimes 
there is valid reason to see preservation as a means to address previous wrongs and 
move forward.  In addition to addressing previous wrongs, protecting national 
memory also protects the vulnerable who could be swayed by the lies of Holocaust 
deniers.  The young, naïve, and misinformed are shielded when deniers are labelled 
as liars and criminals.14     

The protection of institutional memory can be controversial though.  Through 
Holocaust denial laws, when deniers are tried and punished for their lies the 
collective memory is reaffirmed.15  This intervention by the state can be perceived 
as being overbearing where the state is forcing people to remember in a certain 
way.16  However, every country at least acknowledges that the criminal law carries 
with it symbolic power to reinforce the nation’s priorities and values.  For those 
nations compelled to criminalize denial then, they must view the Holocaust and its 
related crimes to be worthy of collectively remembering.17  This decision is 
important to many nations in order to protect the dignity and memory of those lost. 

Since the memory of those people lost probably plays a role in the decision to 
outlaw Holocaust denial, questions arise about how death tolls might influence 
policy decisions.  Of the millions of deaths during the Second World War the nations 
of Europe suffered military losses, civilian losses, and losses related to the 
Holocaust.  While tragic, military losses are an expected aspect of war.  Therefore it 
would seem unlikely that military deaths would influence a country to pass denial 
laws.  Civilian losses not related to the Holocaust would not be predicted to influence 
passage of denial legislation since the law would not necessarily protect the memory 
of those victims.  Logically it seems that the number of Holocaust deaths would 
influence the likelihood of passing denial laws to commemorate those victims and 
protect their memory from being erased.   

Hypothesis 1: The number of military deaths experienced during the 
war will not increase the likelihood of a nation outlawing Holocaust 
denial. 

 
13 Linda O. Smiddy, An essay on Professor Fronza’s paper: Should Holocaust denial be criminalized?, 30 Vermont 
L. Rev. 645 (2010).   
14 Pascale Bloch, Response to Professor Franza’s “The punishment of negationism,” 30 Vermont L. Rev. 627 
(2006).  
15 Emanuela Fronza, The punishment of negationism: The difficult dialogue between law and memory, 30 Vermont 
L. Rev. 609 (2006).  
16 Id. 
17 Id.  
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Hypothesis 2: The number of civilian deaths experienced during the 
war will not increase the likelihood of a nation outlawing Holocaust 
denial. 
Hypothesis 3: The number of Holocaust related deaths experienced 
during the war will increase the likelihood of a nation outlawing 
Holocaust denial. 

 
II. Methodology 

 Nations either have legislation outlawing Holocaust denial or they don’t.  
Since the outcome is a dichotomous variable the use of logistic regression seems 
most appropriate.18  A dichotomous dependent variable calls for logistic regression 
over linear regression.19  There is some disagreement over whether linear regression 
can be used with a dichotomous dependent variable because the probabilities are 
nearly identical.20  But for the reasons outlined in Pampel, logit regression was used 
to better accommodate the dichotomous nature of the dependent variable.  

The dependent variable is operationalized as a dummy variable with value of 
either 0 or 1.21  In this case, 0 is a country that does not have denial legislation and 
1 represents a country with denial legislation.  Using logistic regression we can speak 
of the probability of a country having denial legislation.   
 The probability of a nation having Holocaust denial legislation is predicted to 
increase based on the number of Holocaust-related deaths the country suffered.  
Interpreting the logistic coefficients using odds and odds ratio is considered the most 
useful.22  Odds are the “ratio of the probability that an event occurs to the probability 
that it does not occur.”23  Odds ratio tells us the ratio of odds for one group compared 
to another group.24  An odds ratio greater than 1 indicates an increased chance of an 
event occurring and an odds ratio less than 1 indicates a reduced chance of an event 
occurring.25   

Following the convention of multiple logistic regression,26 the regression 
model equations will be: 
    1. g(x) = β0 + β1x1  

 
18 Fred C. Pampel, Logistic regression: A primer (2000).   
19 David W. Hosmer & Stanley Lemeshow, Applied logistic regression (1989).   
20 Ottar Helevik, Linear versus logistic regression when the dependent variable is a dichotomy, 43 Quality & 
Quantity 59 (2009); Jerome D. Thayer, Using multiple regression with dichotomous dependent variables, Paper 
presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research Association (1986).   
21 Pampel, supra note 18.   
22 Tim F. Liao, Interpreting probability models: Logit, probit, and other generalized linear models, (1994).   
23 Dennis W. Roncek & Marc L. Swatt, For those who like odds: A direct interpretation of the logit coefficient for 
continuous variables, 87 Social Science Quarterly 731, 731 (2006).  
24 Id. 
25 Liao, supra note 22.  
26 See Hosmer & Lemeshow, supra note 19 at 25.  
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2. g(x) = β0+ β2x2  
3. g(x) = β0 + β3x3 

G(x) represents the probability of a nation having Holocaust denial legislation.  X1 

represents the number of military deaths; x2 represents civilian deaths; x3 represents 
Holocaust-related deaths.   
 Data on Holocaust denial legislation was collected from multiple sources.  
The main sources included Smith, Lechtholz-Zey, and Na’amat and Deutch.27  When 
possible the law was crosschecked with the country’s local penal code to confirm 
scope and language.  For comparison purposes, countries without a Holocaust denial 
law were limited to fellow European countries.  See Table 1 for a list of European 
countries with Holocaust denial legislation and those countries without denial 
legislation. 
Table 1.  Holocaust denial laws by country 
Countries with Holocaust denial 
legislation 

Countries without Holocaust denial 
legislation 

Austria 
Belgium 
Czech Republic 
France 
Germany 
Hungary 
Italy 
Latvia 
Luxembourg 
Malta 
Poland 
Romania 
Slovakia 
Slovenia 
Switzerland 

Albania 
Bulgaria 
Denmark 
Estonia 
Finland 
Greece 
Lithuania 
Netherlands 
Norway 

 
 Data on death counts related to military deaths, civilian deaths, and Holocaust 
deaths was collected from multiple sources.  The main sources included the World 
War II Museum in New Orleans, the Second World War History database, the Anne 
Frank Guide, the Jewish Virtual Library, and the United States Holocaust Memorial 

 
27 Roger Smith, Legislating against genocide denial: Criminalizing denial or preventing free speech? 4 Journal of L. 
and Pub. Pol. 128 (2010); J. Lechtholz-Zey, The laws banning Holocaust denial, 9 Genocide Prevention Now 
(2012); T. Na’amat & I. Deutch, Legislating against Antisemitism and Holocaust denial, Kantor Center for the study 
of contemporary European Jewry,  Retrieved from 
http://www.kantorcenter.tau.ac.il/sites/default/files/Laws%20against%20Antisemitism%20and%20Holocaust%20D
enial.pdf. 
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and Museum.  Countries with no recorded deaths in one category were eliminated in 
the analysis.  Those countries included Liechtenstein, Portugal, and Switzerland.  
Removing these countries avoided regression error.  See Table 2 for death counts. 
Table 2a.  Death counts per country  
 
Country (with 
denial legislation) 

Military Deaths Civilian Deaths Holocaust Deaths 

Austria 261,000 58,700 65,000 
Belgium 12,100 49,613 24,387 
Czech Republic 25,000 43,000 277,000 
France 217,600 250,000 100,000 
Germany 5,533,000 2,167,000 210,000 
Hungary 300,000 280,000 400,000 
Italy 301,400 147,600 8,000 
Latvia 100,000 234,000 66,000 
Liechtenstein NA NA NA 
Luxembourg 4,000 5,000 1,000 
Malta 7,500 1,581 NA 
Poland 400,000 2,360,000 3,000,000 
Portugal NA NA NA 
Romania 370,000 253,000 280,000 
Slovakia 25,000 43,000 277,000 
Slovenia 446,000 524,000 57,000 

 
Table 2b.  Death counts by country 
Country (with no 
denial legislation) 

Military Deaths Civilian Deaths Holocaust Deaths 

Albania NA 30,000 200 
Bulgaria 22,000 3,000 NA 
Denmark 2,100 1,100 NA 
Estonia 30,000 50,000 1,500 
Finland 95,000 2,000 15 
Greece 27,500 4,625,000 60,000 
Lithuania 25,000 218,000 135,000 
Netherlands 17,000 178,000 106,000 
Norway 3,000 6,500 NA 

 
 Using SPSS, three separate logistic regression analyses were run.  A fourth 
and final regression was run on the total death count but is excluded here due to the 
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fact that the results did not contribute to the understanding of how a country’s death 
count may have led to enacting Holocaust denial laws.  By dividing the death counts 
into unique categories it becomes easier to analyze the effect that death count might 
have—are some deaths more likely to lead to enacting denial legislation?  In this 
manner it is hypothesized that certain deaths carry more weight in the decision to 
enact Holocaust denial laws.   
 

Results 
 After running logistic regression analysis, the following results were obtained.  
The b coefficient represents a unit of 10,000 deaths.  A one unit increase or decrease 
would equal 10,000 deaths.   
Table 3.  Logistic Regression Results  
Variable Constant B S.E. Sig. 
Military deaths -0.776 0.16 0.09 .096 
Civilian deaths 0.107 0.02 0.02 .382 
Holocaust deaths -0.734 0.14 0.08 .093 

 
Interpreting the coefficients of logit regression has been the subject of much 
discussion in social sciences.  For this study, the use of odds and probabilities 
seemed most appropriate.  In that way it can be determined what the odds of a 
country having Holocaust denial legislation are when they experienced the related 
deaths (military, civilian, and Holocaust).   
 
Military Deaths 
 When a nation enters into war it is expected that military lives will be lost.  
“Warfare is undertaken as a form of sacrifice…whereby human beings give over 
their bodies and possessions to objects of worship with names like France, Germany, 
Japan, America, etc.”28  For this reason it seemed unlikely that a country would pass 
legislation protecting remembrance of the Holocaust because of military deaths.  
However, the number of military deaths does seem to have an impact on the 
likelihood of Holocaust denial legislation. 
 Looking at the odds of a country with denial legislation based on military 
deaths reveals that there is a significant relationship.   
ODDS = ea+bX  
ODDS (x = 0) = e-.766+(.16)(0) = 0.4602 
ODDS (x = 1) = e-.766+(.16)(1) = 0.5401 
ODDS (x = 10) = e-.766+(.16)(10) = 2.2795 
 

 
28 R. Koenigsberg, Nations have the right to kill: Hitler, the Holocaust and war, xv (2009).  
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The odds of a country having denial legislation based on 10,000 military deaths is 
0.5401.  A country that experienced 10,000 military deaths is 0.5401 times as likely 
to have denial legislation than not.  Many countries with denial legislation 
experienced much higher military death rates in the hundreds of thousands.  The 
odds of a country with 100,000 military deaths having denial legislation is 2.2795.  
This means that a country with 100,000 military deaths is 2.2795 times as likely to 
have denial legislation as not.29   
 The odds ratio allows for comparing countries with denial laws to those 
without denial laws.   
ODDS RATIO = ODDS (x = 1) / ODDS (x = 0) 
ODDS RATIO = 0.5401/0.4602 = 1.1736 
ODDS RATIO = ODDS (x = 10) / ODDS (x = 0) 
ODDS RATIO = 2.2795/0.4602 = 4.953 
 
An odds ratio greater than 1 signifies an increased likelihood of having denial 
legislation.30  An odds ratio of less than 1 implies a decreased likelihood of having 
denial legislation.31  The odds ratio for a country with 10,000 military deaths is equal 
to 1.1736.  This indicates an increased likelihood of this country having denial 
legislation.  The odds ratio of a country with 100,000 deaths is equal to 4.0836.  This 
indicates a substantially increased likelihood of a country having denial legislation.   
 Converting the odds to probabilities (Y = ODDS/1+ODDS) reveals that there 
is a probability of 0.3506 that a country with 10,000 military deaths has denial 
legislation.32  The model predicts that there is a 35% probability that a country with 
10,000 military deaths will have denial legislation.33  When looking at countries with 
a death rate of 100,000 the probability increases to 0.6951; there is a 69% probability 
that countries with military deaths of 100,000 have denial legislation.  As Table 2b 
indicates no country without denial legislation had 100,000 military deaths 
compared to nine countries with denial legislation that suffered in excess of 100,000 
military deaths.  

Since the independent variable is continuous there is an additional 
interpretation that can predict the change in the odds with a one unit change in the 
independent variable.34  “Multiplying the logit coefficient by 100…allows 
describing the effect of an independent variable in terms of the percentage change 

 
29 I. L. Lottes, M. A. Adler, & A. DeMaris, Using and interpreting logistic regression: A guide for teachers and 
students, 24 Teaching Sociology 284 (1996).   
30 Id.  
31 Id. 
32 K. L. Wuensch, Binary logistic regression with SPSS, Retrieved from core.edu/psyc/wuensch/MV/Multreg/ 
Logistic-SPSS.PDF (2014). 
33 Id. 
34 Roncek & Swatt, supra note 23. 
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in the odds given a unit change in a continuous independent variable.”35  Taking the 
b coefficient of 0.16 and multiplying by 100 equals a 16% change in the odds per 
increase of 10,000 military deaths.  Put another way, for every 10,000 military deaths 
the odds of a country having denial legislation increases by 16%.   

Contrary to the hypothesis, the number of military deaths does have an effect 
on the likelihood of a nation having denial legislation.  Once a nation reaches 
100,000 military deaths the probability of having denial legislation is 69%.  The loss 
of military lives during the Second World War appears to be acknowledged by these 
countries with Holocaust denial legislation even though military war deaths are an 
expected outcome.   
 
Civilian Deaths 
 While the loss of civilian lives during war is ideally avoided, it must be 
anticipated that non-combatants will suffer.  However, the loss of civilian lives not 
related to the Holocaust would seem to be unrelated to a country passing denial 
legislation.  It is unlikely that these lives would be commemorated by Holocaust 
denial legislation.  Regression results support this hypothesis that civilian deaths are 
not related to the likelihood of having denial legislation.  The logit model does not 
find a significant relationship between civilian deaths and denial laws.   
ODDS = ea+bX  
ODDS (x = 0) = e.107+(.02)(0) = 1.1129 
ODDS (x = 1) = e.107+(.02)(1) = 1.1354 
ODDS (x = 10) = e.107+(.02)(10) = 1.3593 
 
The odds of a nation with 10,000 civilian deaths having denial legislation is 1.1354.  
This indicates that a country with 10,000 civilian deaths is 1.1354 times as likely to 
have denial legislation than not.  The odds do not change drastically when looking 
at countries with 100,000 deaths.  An odds of 1.3593 exists if the country has 
experienced 100,000 civilian deaths.   

When transforming these odds into probabilities it becomes clearer how little 
effect civilian deaths seem to have.  The probability of a country with 10,000 deaths 
is 0.5317 (53% probability) and for a country with 100,000 deaths equals 0.5761 
(56% probability).  The likelihood of having denial legislation based on civilian 
death is only slightly greater than half.  Civilian deaths, while tragic, do not relate 
specifically to the Holocaust which would reinforce the idea that Holocaust denial 
laws are really about protecting the memory of those lost to Holocaust-related 
violence.   
 

 
35 Id. at 731. 
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Holocaust Deaths 
  As expected the number of Holocaust related deaths did affect the likelihood 
of a country having denial legislation.  However, the effect was quite similar to the 
effect of military deaths, which was unexpected.  There seems a minimal difference 
between having denial laws based on military and Holocaust deaths.  Possible 
explanations will be explored below.  
 Holocaust denial laws are designed to protect the memory of this world-
changing event.  Therefore, the greater number of lives lost to the Holocaust would 
seem to encourage a country to pass denial legislation.  But the likelihood closely 
resembles that for military deaths.   
ODDS = ea+bX  
ODDS (x = 0) = e-.734+(.14)(0) = 0.4799 
ODDS (x = 1) = e.-734+(.14)(1) = 0.5521 
ODDS (x = 10) = e.-734+(.14)(10) = 1.9464 
 
The odds of a country with 10,000 Holocaust deaths having denial legislation is 
0.5521.  A country who lost 10,000 lives to the Holocaust is 0.5521 times as likely 
to have denial laws than not.  Only two countries with denial laws suffered less than 
10,000 deaths.  The majority of countries lost hundreds of thousands of people to the 
Holocaust.  The odds of a country with 100,000 Holocaust deaths having denial 
legislation is 1.9464.  That country is nearly two times as likely to have denial 
legislation than not.   
ODDS RATIO = ODDS (x = 1) / ODDS (x = 0) 
ODDS RATIO = 0.5521/0.4799 = 1.1509 
ODDS RATIO = ODDS (x = 10) / ODDS (x = 0) 
ODDS RATIO = 1.9464/0.4799 = 4.0558 
 
The odds ratio of whether a country will have denial legislation shows an increased 
likelihood when a nation suffered 10,000 and a greater likelihood when a country 
suffered 100,000 deaths. 

Multiplying the b coefficient by 100 equals a 14% change in the odds per 
increase of 10,000 Holocaust deaths.  For each increase of 10,000 Holocaust deaths 
the odds of a country having denial legislation increases by 14%.  This is close to 
the change in odds for military deaths which stands at 16%.  Again both military and 
Holocaust deaths appear to have an impact on the likelihood of a nation having 
denial legislation.  

When looking at the probabilities, a country with 10,000 deaths has a 
probability of 0.3557, a 35% probability of having denial laws.  A country with 
100,000 deaths has a probability of 0.6606, a 66% probability of having denial laws.  
Hungary suffered 400,000 Holocaust related deaths during the war.  The probability 
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that Hungary would have denial legislation is 0.99, a near certainty.  However, 
Lithuania lost roughly 106,000 and would have a probability of 0.67 indicating high 
likelihood of having denial legislation.  Lithuania though does not have denial laws.  
In this gap lies the other myriad reasons a nation might outlaw Holocaust denial.   
 

III. Discussion 
 Overall the logit regression models confirmed two hypotheses and rejected 
one hypothesis, though only two of the death variables were significant (military and 
Holocaust).  Contrary to the hypothesis, military deaths did in fact effect the 
likelihood of having denial legislation.  While the hypothesis on civilian deaths was 
moderately supported the variable was not significant.  As predicted, the number of 
Holocaust deaths did effect the probability of a country having denial laws.  Though 
this effect was very similar to the effect of military deaths. 
 It is possible that there is some overlap that the military and Holocaust deaths 
is capturing.  Many of the Holocaust denial laws go further than just prohibiting 
denying the Holocaust.  Many also prohibit the denial of crimes against humanity or 
war crimes.36  The victims of these war crimes and crimes against humanity may 
well be military members who were involved in fighting the war.  By protecting 
these events from denial, the state may be recognizing the sacrifices of its military 
service-members.   
 When denial laws cover multiple actions it is more difficult to parse out which 
deaths may be effecting the law.  In fact the impact of military deaths may not be 
related to passing Holocaust denial laws but instead related to passing war crime 
denial laws.  But most countries have combined Holocaust denial and war crime 
denial into one piece of legislation.  Of the sixteen nations with Holocaust denial 
laws, seven of them also include war crimes in their coverage.  Eleven of the sixteen 
include crimes against humanity too.   
 Another possible reason for the impact of military deaths is the death count 
for many European nations.  Eliminating Liechtenstein and Portugal where accurate 
death counts could not be found, Luxembourg has the lowest number of military 
deaths at 4,000.  Germany has the highest count at over five million.  Nine of the 
fourteen countries recorded death counts over 100,000.  The majority of countries 
with denial legislation suffered serious military losses.  These numbers may impact 
the decision of a country to pass denial legislation thereby protecting the memory of 
its military members. 
 Countries like Luxembourg (4,000 deaths) and Malta (7,500 deaths) include 
war crimes and crimes against humanity in their denial laws.  While the death total 
may be small compared to other countries, the death rate of such small nations may 

 
36 Pruitt, supra note 4. 
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hit harder.  Of countries experiencing in excess of 100,000 military deaths only 
two—Hungary and Romania—do not include war crimes or crimes against humanity 
in their laws.  Therefore it may be possible that military deaths impact not Holocaust 
denial legislation, but the inclusion of war crimes and crimes against humanity in 
those laws.   
 However, this logic does not extend to civilian deaths.  Civilians are also 
likely to be the victims of war crimes and crimes against humanity.  But there does 
not appear to be a connection between the number of civilian deaths and a country’s 
likelihood of having denial laws.  If denial laws are about protecting memory then it 
would seem that prohibiting denial of war crimes and crimes against humanity would 
also preserve the memory of non-combatants.  And while this may be so it does not 
seem to be the driving force behind the laws.   
 Legally speaking there is no weighing of human life; each life is worth the 
same in the eyes of the law.  An infamous case from 1884 set the standard that no 
life can be valued greater than another.  After a ship was caught in a bad storm 
Dudley, Stephens, and the cabin boy were set adrift in a small raft.37  A lack of food 
and water led to deteriorating conditions.  After several days, the cabin boy became 
quite sick and it was clear he would soon die.38  When the limited resources ran out 
the remaining sailors debated killing the cabin boy and eating him for sustenance.   
 Ultimately, the cabin boy was killed and Dudley and Stephens were rescued 
a few days later.  Upon returning to port, they were indicted for murder.  Their 
defence was that they had acted out of necessity and that the cabin boy was likely to 
die anyway.  The court rejected this theory on the basis that saving Dudley and 
Stephens was not greater than losing the cabin boy.39  The court was clear that the 
law saw no value difference between the sick cabin boy and the now healthy 
defendants.  This has remained the legal standard ever since.   
 So theoretically civilian lives are worth no more or less than military deaths.  
Realistically though value does get placed on human life.  In the 1970s the Ford 
Pinto was found to have a structural defect that led the car to explode in rear-end 
accidents.  When Ford was deciding whether to fix the defect, they conducted a cost-
benefit analysis.  They estimated there would be 180 deaths, each death was valued 
at $200,000.40  This would cost the company $36 million.  Fixing the defect would 
cost $11 per car on 12.5 million vehicles for a total of $137.5 million.41  Ford decided 
that it would be cheaper to pay for the deaths rather than fix the defect.  Human life 
had a clear value.   

 
37 The Queen v. Dudley and Stephens, Retrieved from https://la.utexas.edu/users/jmciver/357L/QueenvDS.PDF 
(1884). 
38 Id. 
39 Id. 
40 Michael J. Sandel, Justice: What’s the right thing to do? (2009). 
41 Id. 
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Similar to the Pinto debacle, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
created its own value on human life with a senior discount.  The agency valued one 
human life at $3.7 million, unless the individual was over seventy, then their life was 
worth $2.3 million.42  Not only does human life have a value but it is dependent on 
certain characteristics.  So it is not surprising that military deaths may be valued 
greater because they place themselves in harm’s way.  They also die to preserve a 
nation’s way of life and belief system, sacrificing themselves on the altar of 
nationalism.43 

Perhaps this is why military deaths had an impact on denial laws while civilian 
deaths did not.  This is not to imply that civilian deaths are any less tragic.  But when 
a nation is deciding on denial legislation military deaths may be more prominent in 
their thoughts.  There also exist other means to commemorate civilian deaths 
including monuments and memorials.  These may better preserve the memory of 
civilian deaths than denial legislation.   

Holocaust monuments and memorials also exist to honour the victims but 
some nations have decided that that is not enough to protect the memory of the 
Holocaust.  Those countries have decided that criminalizing the denial of the 
Holocaust is the way to ensure that event is not forgotten.  Invoking the power of the 
criminal law shows how important these nations take this responsibility.  If 
protecting the memory is this important it is likely because of the innocent victims 
who suffered and ideally to prevent reoccurrence.  Prevention is another way to 
remember the victims by ensuring that no one else suffers a similar fate.  As the 
regression shows, the number of Holocaust victims a country experienced is related 
to the probability of having denial legislation.  

While the effect is not as significant as predicted—it closely mirrors the effect 
of military deaths—there is reason to believe that countries pass denial laws to 
commemorate those lost in the Holocaust.  Excluding Liechtenstein, Malta, and 
Portugal where data on Holocaust victims is lacking, seven of the remaining thirteen 
countries with denial laws suffered in excess of 100,000 deaths.  Of the countries 
with no denial laws, only two suffered in excess of 100,000 deaths but less than 
140,000 deaths.   

Another reason why Holocaust denial laws might be important is to honour 
those who survived.  While this was not part of this analysis, it would be logical to 
assume that honouring survivors of the Holocaust by acknowledging what happened 
to them is part of the decision making process.  Recognizing that there are other 
reasons for denial laws does not diminish the importance of the Holocaust deaths in 
this decision.   

 
42 Id. 
43 Koenigsberg, supra note 28. 
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IV. Conclusion 

 When deciding to pass Holocaust denial legislation a country has much to 
consider. Some possible goals include honouring victims and survivors, protecting 
free speech, reconciliation, preserving historical memory and more.44 These are all 
valid reasons for outlawing the denial of the Holocaust. Another reason might be to 
raise awareness of the Holocaust to combat ignorance.45As ignorance and denial 
grow this reason may become even more important. In addition, reducing the risk of 
recurrence would be a reason for a nation to preserve the memory from fading away.  
“Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”46 
 The current analysis is designed to examine whether a country’s losses during 
the Second World War and the Holocaust specifically in any way contributed to the 
overall goal of denial legislation. If keeping or raising awareness of the Holocaust is 
a goal of denial laws then the number of Holocaust victims would seem to be a factor. 
By maintaining awareness of the event, we are also maintaining awareness of the 
victims. This rationale is also why the number of military deaths might be relevant 
to the inclusion of war crimes and crimes against humanity in many countries laws.   
 Protecting the memory of the Holocaust increases in importance each year as 
more survivors and first-hand witnesses pass away.  Holocaust denial laws are but 
one way to protect what society considers worthy of collective protection.47 And a 
country must weigh many considerations when deciding to pass denial laws 
including the right of free speech balanced with the right of minority groups.  In 
many nations free speech will prevail but, in those countries, hardest hit by the 
horrors of the Holocaust, there appears to be strong reliance on the penalties of 
criminal law to reinforce the memory of the Holocaust. This reliance though is not 
arbitrary but based on the rigorous research on the Holocaust thereby honoring those 
lost and hopefully preventing reoccurrence. 
 No study could discover all of the reasons behind the decision to pass 
Holocaust denial laws. Raising awareness of the horrors, protecting the memory of 
the victims, and reducing the risk of reoccurrence are all probably involved. There 
may also be many other reasons behind the decision. But the likelihood of having 
Holocaust denial legislation does increase based on military deaths and Holocaust 
deaths. Commemorating these lost lives is a noble reason and seems to be part of the 
influence on legislators when making this decision.   

 
44 Smiddy, supra note 13. 
45 Anti-Defamation League, The Holocaust—Global awareness and denial, Retrieved from 
http://global100.adl.org/info/holocaust_info (2014). 
46 This saying is attributed to George Santayana a 20th century philosopher. 
47 See Fronza, supra note 15. 


